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FRAHATOHE START UP ACTIVITIES 

By tba and of 1961, fiftaan 900 MWe plant unit» of a twanty eight unit pro
gramme will bava gona on-lina. Eight imita hava raachad crlticality during 
1980 and aavan «ill go critical during tba praaant yaar. Much howavar atill 
baa to ba dona to complete thia ambitious programme. 

Though wa ara only half way through our programme, it is atill poasibla to 
make an initial review of thaaa startups. 

Thi» raviav firat outlinaa tha contant of a PIS tasting progress» and than 
considsrs tba way in which FIAHATOHE has organisad its tasting division. 
Lassons laarnad fro» construction laadtiaaa ara discussad and the difficul
ties and major incidents encountered during these startups are described. 

1. TEST rmOCMHNE 

Tba initial startup and tasting prograsaw consists of three discrete 
phases. 

1.1. Individual component test» during which electrical and mechanical 
conponent» (panas, valves, tank», relaya, instrumentation...) ara put 
into service. 
During this phase system» ara flushed and cleaned«and tha secondary Sys
tem is hydrostatically tested. 
This startup phase is relatively standard and is applicable to all com
mercial power. 

'"*• System teat (prior to core loading), when the individual component 
test* have bean completed, cold functional testing ia initiated. These 
tests include a hydrostatic test of the Main Primary System at 228 bars 
ia accordance with "ArrecC" (Ministerial Order) of March 1974 and the 
regulatory inspection of the Main Primary System by the "Service des 
Mines" (Ministry of Mines). 



Various teats are conducted during the next phase of testing when the 
reactor coolant systen lagging is installed, the nain ones being : 
- startup testing of the reactor protection system, 
- safety injection system adjustaents, 
- startup taating of the fuel handling system. 
During this phase, the plant owner (EDF) usually conducts containment 
leak teat which requires careful preparation by the NSSS manufacturer 
though integrated leak rate testing of containment isolation components. 
Hot functional» are conducted under normal hot shutdown conditions (ISS 
bars,286*C). 
This total plant operational teat is of apacial importance to FRAMATOME 
since it is the last preloading simulation. During this phase, emphasis is 
on verifying the proper functioning of reactor coolant pumps and inter
nals and on the adjustment of safety valve aetpoints. Functional tests 
are performed on all plant auxiliary systems to test performance under 
hot conditions. The plant owner conduct* testa on the systems it supplies 
as well as power distribution tests. 
Normal operation procedures are used in the plant during hot functional 
tests so that plant personnel may be trained. At the end of this five to 
six week général plant teat, the plant is returned to cold shutdown con
ditions. 

1.3. Startup tasting (after core loading). The fuel ia loaded when the 
performance and response of plant equipment, especially the engineered 
safety features are daeaad satisfactory. Loading only takes place after 
formal authorisation from the SCSIN (*). After the upper reactor internals 
are installed and the reactor veaael closed, a phase of cold and than hot 
precritical tests is Initiated. 
These tests verify the proper functioning of th* control rod drive mecha
nism, especially rod drop time during reactor trip. This phase ends when 
the reactor reaches criticallty. 
Nuclear powar output ia then adjusted to a few precentage points of rated 
power in order to conduct physic» teats to determine whether th* reactor 
core meets design criteria. After this step, the turbine generator set ia 
started and synchronised at about 10Z of power. 
Power ia then escalated through a aerie of bold points (30, 50, 75, 87, 
I0OZ). Control and protection channels are calibrated at each hold point. 
Reactor core and plant transient tests are continued. The transient tests 
are used for control channel adjustment. 
Before progressing to a higher power level, a test results evaluation 
report is submitted to the customer and aafety authorities during an 
on-site teat committee hearing. Progress to the next stage ia determined 
by whether test results are accepted and meet established criteria. 
Figure I depicts the power escalation programme which ends with the veri
fication of nuclear steam supply system performance (thermal balance, 
steam moisture carryover). After this phaae of testing and the accompa
nying probation period, the plant is officially commissioned. 

(*) Service Central de Sfirete dee Installations Nucléaires 
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2. CTtCAHISATIOM OF Oa-SITE TICTIMC 

A - FMNMOW 2 IPI 
Under Its contract with EOF, FIAtUTOHE aust deliver a HSSS in working 
condition. FIAMATOME ia therefore responsible for calibration and tea-
ting prior to plant coaaiaaioning. The constructor aust also provide 
training for the power plant operator. 

A standard work unit known aa "CT3" (FIA/EDF Working Party no. 3) waa 
sat up with EDF in order to coordinate these activities. This tripartite 
unit (EDF Generation Division, EDF Construction Division and Constructor) 
peraita involveaent of the Operating Utility in the startup testing phase 
of construction, ebich always provides invaluable experience, but ensures 
that the responsibilities of the Owner (utility) and the Constructor 
(responsible fox supply) xeaaia clear cut. 

This organisation which ha* operated satisfactorily on all sites,has 
been a great aaaet in enhancing concerted action by all the partners 
involved while maintaining their prerogatives intact. 



B - FRAMATOME 
FRAMATOME has put together special test performance teams on each site 
to conduct its startup programmes. A team comprising five tests and 
operations engineers under a chief plant unit engineer is assigned to 
each plant unit. All the teams are. grouped together on the site in a 
"startup testing" unit headed by an appointed officer. 
It also includes other specialists who are grouped together within a 
technical secretariat (process engineer, control engineer, neucleonics 
engineer, chemical engineer) which works on all plant units. 
This organisation assures on-site test data processing and analysis in 
addition to the actual tests. 
Finally, there is a "test quality" inspector who is independent of the 
Project Management and Construction Unit. 
The ambitious programme which we have launched has required the creation 
of competent and qualified teams of about a hundred people. For success 
in this undertaking, the knowledge and experience gained in starting up 
the Fessenheim and Bugey plants have been put to good use. Moreover, at 
FRAMATOME's initiative, a training center has been set up in association 
with the CEA (Technicatome) at Cadarache for basic PWK plant training so 
that tests engineers may receive the additional training required for 
their future duties. In addition, there are various on-sita training 
coursas and a training course on a simulator which was previously provi
ded by Westinghouse in the United States. All test enginears raceiva 
this training and may only be involved in post-loading plant activities 
if thcyhava successfully completed the courses. It can thus be lean that 
in recent years teams involved in testing have been very carefully trai
ned to launch this programme. We shall continue this effort in the yaars 
to come with special emphasis on retraining to keep up with inevitable 
technological advances. This training programme has moreover been supple
mented by training courses organised by constructors for engineering 
personnel in the installation units. 

3. SCHEDULES - IfATOIMES 
The testing programme overlaps with installation work operations and 
begins five to six months before hydrostatic testing. Theoretically, it 
should be possible to commission the plant twelve months after the 
hydroatatic test. 
The startup of 900 MW plant units is shown in figure 2 and 3 and some 
interesting remarks can be made : 
3.1. CPt plant unit commissioning leadtimes have improved significantly 
since the first Fessenneim and Bugey plant units where twenty to twenty 
two months elapsed between hydrostatic testing and commissioning. 
This improvement was already noticeable for the last two Bugey plant 
units. 
For the first two CP1 plant units (TNI and GR1), there were considerable 
deviations from the established leadtimes but the reasons for this were 
related more to the pioneer nature of these plant units and to various 
events (TNI generator) than to specific difficulties during the startup 
phase. 
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3.2. Since then, projected and contractual leadtines have been met and 
even improved upon for certain plant unit* tuch as Gravelines 3, and 
especially Daapierre 3 which were commissioned in ten to eleven months. 

Present-day plant unit startup experience demonstrates the competence 
which we have acquired in plant commissioning, with regard to leadtimes 
and technology. 

The main reasons are : 
- plant unit standardisation which enables rapid determination of generic 
problems from which lessons can be drawn for subsequent plants. 

- proper functioning of the entire plant as indicated in table I which 
shows hot and cold shutdowns during startup. These shutdowns clearly 
showhow component problems have been eliminated. 

- technical competence of the engineering teams assigned to the sites. 

Table 1 : Hot and Cold shutdowns between criticality and Commissioning 

FSH FTH ir.n BG3 ÔG4 3G5 ra :?i MI Ti!2 SS2 TÏI3 GR3 DA2 DA3 

Hot shutdown 7 3 7 •4 '4 6 ô ; : 1 j j 2 T 1 4 

Cold shutdown 3 4 5 * i 2 2 1 - 1 1 2 1 - 1 

4. DIFFICULTIES EWCMJWTEgED - MAIN INCIDENTS 

Although startup operations were excellent there were a number of diffi
culties and incidents. 

A - pjlfficjilti£s_encount«ed 

1 #/ teactor coolant pumps 
Various incidents have been recorded with reactor coolant pump 
seal No I in several plant units. This led to examination and replace
ment of the seals. 
However, the result has been : 
- improved operating procedures for reactor coolant pumps and impro
ved operating personnel job-awareners. Some incidents were caused 
by human error due to the vagueness of instructions provided, 

- improved cleaning procedures for pump - related systems, 
- improvements to pump instrumentation. 
This has led to a significant reduction in the number of incidents 
relating to coolant pumps of which there have been few since the 
beginning of 1981. 



valve closure test under full steam flow. Various problems arose resul
ting a failure to close or significant pitting of the valve discs. On 
account of these technological problems the components have been modi
fied and the following have been correctly determined : 
- permissible motor torque 
- requisite disc tolerances 
- preliminary testing. 

3*/ Pressurizar_safatv. YÎIÏÊ* 
Loss'ôf lëâktightneïs In'pressurizcr safety valves v.» recorded in 
the Saint Laurent das Eaux Nol plant unit and this led to wide ran
ging tests and examinations. 
It may be recalled that after calibration during hot testing, the 
following incidents were recorded : 
- damage to valve guides and sealing surf ecu, 
- set-point deviation. 
After a complete test programme, proper component operation was demons
trated. In addition the destructiveness of adjustment tests as perfor
med until then was highlighted. This led to an improvement in on-site 
and bench setting and further development is now underway. Moreover, 
an additional test programme will be run on EDF's Indira test loop. 

4*/ «esidual heat removal system.(KKA) valves 
The inadequacy of KRA valves for their intended purpose was borne out 
by an incident at Gravelines plant unit Hoi. On the basis of several 
studies, SKA protection design uses pilot operated safety relief valve 
(SEBIM) and a conventional safety valve (FISCHEK). 
Component calibration problems ware particularly serious for the test 
performance teams since they interfered directly with the startup 
phase. Moreover, they required the performance of on-site equipment 
qualification taste. Proper operation of equipment under accident 
conditions such as water-solid startup of reactor coolant pumps has 
bean demonstrated. These modifications have since been applied to the 
Fessenheim and Bugey plant units. 

5 V Auxiliary exchangers 
A number of problems arose with the auxiliary exchangers : 
- poor heat exchange in the volume control system regenerative heat 
exchanger, 

- loss of leaktightncss in the heat exchangers. 
The heat exchange may be improved by increasing the exchange surface. 
Leaktightness problems are being investigated. 

6*/ In-core instrumentation 
Flux maps are made during low power physics tests. The problems which 
arose was caused by cable insulator (magnesium) oversensitivity to 
gamma radiation at loss than SOX of full power which had a psrasitic 
effect on low power flux maps. The problem was solved by using ano
ther insulator. It must be stressed that since this problem arose 
during the testing phase,the system can be used to make flux maps 
ac nominal power. 
It must be pointed out that the problems which arose at the Feseenbeim 
and Bugey plan units were resolved satisfactorily and thus permitted 
smoother startups. 
Action taken included : 
- pressuriser level measurement, 
- adjustment and operation of steam generator level measurements 
- water chenistry 
- neutron detectors 
- steam moisture carryover 
- boron thermal regeneration system (boron tracing). 



B - Major in£'-£Leilt£ 

Some major incidents took place during the testing phase in addition 
to the problems mentioned above. Some of the most significant may be 
mentioned here. 

'"/ ï!i£_2i2EiîEïî_l.!££S5_ïïlïÊ_iS£iëî!!l 
During the hot functional*, the 48 V load loss test caused spurious 
reopening of the three steam valves, which caused a major water hammer 
in the machine room since the steam lines were not pressurized at 
the time the incident occured. 
Modifications have been carried out to prevent repetition of such 
incidents. 

2°/ Reactor_çoolant_pump seals 
Some Not seals were damaged in some plant units during the startup 
testing phase. 
3 ° / Cravelines 1 M A safety valves 
During cooldown at the end of the hot functional tests, a blocked 
RBA valve caused the pressure relief tank rupture discs to burst and 
water vapor was released into the containment. This event led to exa
mination of the RJtA safety valves. 

4°/ Saint_Laurent_j_steam-generato|r.insgnja}*ntation 
While the Saint Laurent 1 reactor coolant system was undergoing hydro
static tests, the steam generator r.ubesheet displacement measuring 
device (installed to meet Ministry of Mines regulations) broke loose 
causing considerable damage in the channel head which required careful 
repairs bafora loading. 
This incident resulted in s 
- design changea to the device, 
- installation of an acoustic monitor in the reactor coolant system 
during cold functionals for rapid detection of missiles. 

Despite the difficulties described above which characterise the startup 
operations of tbeae plant units, the 900 Mfe programma la well underway. 
The scope of the programme required the constructor to set up structures 
and provide qualified personnel who have since proven their worth. He now 
have to draw on the fbit of these efforts in order to complete the 900 MWe 
programme under the moat satisfactory conditions possible. 
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